Make your own pipe cleaner deer craft!

**Materials**
- 4 brown pipe cleaners
- White paint
- Thick marker
- Scissors
- Googly eyes
- Glue dots

**1 Head**
Make a loop at the end of one pipe cleaner. The size and shape of the loop determine the size and shape of the head. Wrap head from neck to nose.

**2 Body**
Coil the second pipe cleaner around a marker and slide off.

**3 Legs and ears**
Bend the third pipe cleaner into 5 parts. Cut apart the pipe cleaner to create two legs and a piece for the ears.
Fold the small piece to create V-shaped set of ears.
4 Get ready

Cut the fourth pipe cleaner into thirds and use one to create a backbone. Get the parts ready to assemble.

5 Assemble

Twist the legs onto the backbone to connect.

Slide the body onto the backbone.

Slide the ears up and twist them to attach the ears to the head. You can attach the eyes with glue dots.

Slide the head through the body and turn up the tail.

Use white paint to color the underside of the tail and the rump white.